
plays foryoung people

Debunking unhelpful myths around self-harm to enable teenagers to
get the help they need for themselves and their peers, developed by
Peer Productions in consultation with clinical experts. 

CAST: 6 female, 3 male 

Paperback: 9781913630584
eBook: 9781913630577

anthology

Insightful play sensitively explores the challenges faced by a group of
school kids as they cope with a high-stakes school system in a world
that’s piling on the pressure.

CAST: 7 actors of equal weight (3 female, 2 male and 2 any)

Paperback: 9781738429318
eBook: 9781738429349

Packed full of games, activities and exercises, this
book is designed to be a drama teacher’s best
friend.  

Paperback: 9781914228131

This adaptation of Hans Christian Anderson's The
Snow Queen is an ensemble production perfect for
schools, colleges and youth theatres. 
CAST: 2 female, 3 male and various.

Paperback: 9781913630478
eBook: 9781913630485

joanne watkinson

gemma eves
THE SNOW QUEEN

THE ULTIMATE DRAMA POT
100 MONOLOGUES
One hundred monologues for young performers
from pre-teens to young adults for use in class
work, festivals and exams. 
Paperback: 9781913630645
eBook: 9781913630638 £14.99

£14.99

THE ULTIMATE DRAMA POT
100 MONOLOGUES

£14.99

strange town

£12.99
£7.99

17 short plays about love recommended for actors aged
14-16 

CAST: mixed of 18: 7 female, 11 male (flexible)

Paperback: 9781914228391

Written for schools as part of No Knives Better Lives
programme.  

CAST: 2 female, 1 male 

Paperback: 9781914228377

BALISONG

LOVE BITES

£10.99

£10.99

Discounts available for bulk orders. Email info@salamanderstreet.com

Remarkable monologues tackle the most pressing issues young
people face today. All profits go towards future projects with
young people.

Paperback: 9781914228827

UNMUTE: CONTEMPORARY
MONOLOGUES WRITTEN BY
YOUNG PEOPLE, FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE

Designed for special needs and lower ability children to introduce
online safety and grooming awareness. Based on the tragic
experience 14-year-old Breck Bednar. For children with the
cognitive age of 12+.
CAST: 3 female, 4 male

Paperback: 9781913630720

performing arts in print

Plays from the UK's best-loved, most
performed playwrights including 
Mark Wheeller... Nina Lemon...
Gemma Eves ... Joanne Watkinson...
Mark Harrington... Jennifer Adam...
Billie Esplen... and Sam Siggs

info@salamanderstreet.com

order online at
salamanderstreet.com

select a play
check out additional
teaching resources
contact us for advice or
recommendations

nina lemon

LOSING IT

Teen relationships explored in this musical play about sex, desire
and the dangers of 'losing it'. A group of teenagers look back on 7
years at secondary school.
CAST: 7 female, 4 male, 1 non-binary

Paperback: 9781913630560
eBook: 9781913630553

£10.99

£10.99
£10.99

mark harrington

Discounts available for bulk orders. Email info@salamanderstreet.com

£10.99

PLAY VIRTUAL, LIVE REAL

£12.99

HIDDEN

£10.99

MASKING

£10.99
£7.99

BILLIE ESPLEN
COWBOYS AND LESBIANS
A queer romantic comedy which examines the intersection
between sexuality and fantasy through the eyes of two closeted
teenage girls writing a parody American coming-of-age romance.

CAST: 2 female or up to 8 actors

Paperback: 9781914228902
eBook: 9781738429325

£10.99
£7.99



Tragic true story of Dan Nolan, a teenage boy who went missing in
2002. 
CAST: up to 18, or 2 female, 2 male with doubling.

Paperback: 9781913630287
eBook: 9781913630294
DVD: Production and interviews 
Special Offer Bundle (15 copies +DVD) 

HARD TO SWALLOW
EDUQAS GCSE 9-1 ALTERNATE DRAMA TEXT

Potent verbatim play about Catherine Dunbar's battle with anorexia
nervosa. 
CAST: 6 female, 3 male, 22 female/male, or 3 female and 2 male with
doubling.

Paperback: 9781913630249
eBook: 9781913630256
DVD: Production and interviews 

£10.99
£10.99
£19.99

Using words from the classic George Eliot novel, this play offers
English and Drama teachers a thrilling opportunity for imaginative
learning.
CAST: 4 male, 3 female with doubling.

Paperback: 9781913630805
eBook: 9781913630799
 

TOO MUCH PUNCH FOR JUDY
DRAMA GCSE EXAMPLE TEXT

CHICKEN!
EDUQAS GCSE 9-1 DRAMA EXAM TEXT

2020 version of popular play about 
road safety. 
CAST: 4 male, 3 female and 2+ of either sex or 2 male, 2
female by doubling.

Paperback: 9781913630331
eBook: 9781913630324
DVD: Production and interviews 

£10.99
£10.99
£19.99

mark wheeller

Discounts available for bulk orders. Email info@salamanderstreet.com

MISSING DAN NOLAN
OCR GCSE 9-1 DRAMA EXAM TEXT

£10.99
£10.99
£19.99

SILAS MARNER
EDEXCEL GCSE ENGLISH LITERATURE 

£10.99
£10.99

Internationally admired verbatim play about a tragic drink
drive accident. 
CAST: 6 male, 6 female, or 2 male, 2 female with doubling.

Paperback: 9781913630300
eBook: 9781913630317
DVD: Production and interviews 
Digital: The story behind ... 

£10.99
£10.99
£19.99
£20.00

Imaginative ensemble work about the consequences of an accident
for World Champion Banger Racer. 
CAST: 5 male, 3 female, 3 female/male.

Paperback: 9781913630355
eBook: 9781913630348
DVD: Production and interviews 

CHEQUERED FLAGS TO
CHEQUERED FUTURES

£10.99
£10.99
£19.99

PANDEMEXPLOSION
Positive journeys through the pandemic, contrasted with the horror
of the 2020 Port of Beirut explosion. 
CAST: 20 (8f, 9m, 3m or f). The style of the play enables performer
gender flexibility.
Paperback: 9781914228841

ACT NORMAL

31 contemporary monologues from Mark Wheeller’s plays
suitable for classroom use or audition. 

Paperback: 9781913630607
eBook: 9781913630591

£10.99
£10.99

£10.99

CAN'T BELIEVE I'M SAYING THIS
TO MY MUM!

30 contemporary duologues from Mark Wheeller’s plays.
Tried and tested for young people in classroom or
audition. 

Paperback: 9781913630621
eBook: 9781913630614
 

£10.99
£10.99

GAME OVER
Harrowing true story of teenager Breck Bednar, who was
groomed over the internet and brutally murdered.  
CAST: 24 characters. 8 male, 9 female and 7 male or female.

Paperback: 9781913630263
eBook: 9781913630270
DVD: Production and interviews 
Scheme of Work (resource pack)

£10.99
£10.99
£19.99
£10.00

The UK's most performed living playwright takes a personal
journey through verbatim theatre making, and demystifies the
process. 

Paperback: 9781914228124

education resources

‘Everything needed to inform students (and
myself) for their exam... I couldn’t be more

happy with it... it really is invaluable and has
made me so much more confident to teach.’

Nikki Law, drama teacher

Discounts available for bulk orders. Email info@salamanderstreet.com

VERBATIM
THE FUN OF MAKING THEATRE SERIOUSLY

£25.00

THE STORY BEHIND ...
I LOVE YOU, MUM – I PROMISE I WON’T DIE

A unique and fulsome guide for teaching/studying this play
includes a detailed scheme of work for teachers using the play as
a set text in the GCSE Drama exam.

Paperback: 9781914228766 £14.99

RACE TO BE SEEN

£10.99
£10.00

Award-winning play about the amazing World Champion Blind
Athlete Graham Salmon MBE.  
CAST: Up to 30. 3 male, 3 female with doubling.

Paperback: 9781913630867
Scheme of Work (resource pack)

HARD TO SWALLOW
EASY TO DIGEST

This comprehensive study guide has been developed to
answer every question a teacher or a student might have
about how Hard to Swallow was instigated, developed and
progressed.

PDF Digital download £20.00

£140.48

mark wheeller mark wheeller


